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LINDSAY LOHAN GOES PSYCHO -- TRIES TO STEAL REFUGEE CHILDREN

Mean Girlsactor Lindsay Lohan is a crazy illuminati Jew who came out of a man's vagina. She is insane and the product of way too much
plastic surgery. The entire Lohan family are weird jews who have massive mental problems like multiple personalities, bi-polar, schizophrenic,
narcissism, pathological lying. Lindsay is an Israeli spy - you can tell when you hear the video - she sounds like a Israeli baglady.
I had a coworker who worked on Freaky Friday and he saw dailies of Lindsay verbally and physically abusing her younger costars in the film.
My coworker saw film of her viciously yelling at the younger kids in the movie and also hitting them. So I know from person experience that
Lindsay is sick in the head. Her sister also stalked me for a while and would show up at weird places.
Lindsay is a vicious idiot Satanist who murders children hoping it will make her more talented. She is a massive drug addict whose career
long ago self destructed. She lives in crazy land as pretty much everyone in America already knows by seeing her crazy routine.
The one-time teen idol, currently living in Russia, just posted an UNSETTLING VIDEO of her ‘interacting’ with a family she claimed came from
war-torn Syria. As Lindsay - who is obvsiously under the influence of drugs and alcohol -- attempts to steal two young boys from a Muslim
mother, she is punched in the face.

“You want to come with me? Come with me. I’ll take care of you guys,” Lindsay can be heard saying in Arabic and English. “Do you want to
stay in a hotel tonight? Do you want to watch movies? It would be so cool to watch a movie on a TV or a computer,” she then said to a child.
“If someone is offering them a home and a bed, which is me at the moment, give it to them. They will come back to you,” Lohan further
added. “I won’t leave until I take you. Now I know who you are. Don’t fuck with me.”
Here's a cutdown version of the video:

Lindsay Lohan gets punched after trying to kidnap refugee childr…

Lohan proceeds to follow the family as they get up to leave. “Look what’s happening, they’re trafficking children. You’re ruining Arabic culture
by doing this.”
“I’m with you boys, don’t worry. The whole world is seeing this,” the actor adds. “Are you from Pakistan?” Lohan is punched in the face by the
mother of the children after she attempts to take one of the boys.
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